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Mechanical bulls,
capture the flag, and
a hip hop group will
be livening up
Saturday for Lake
Forest students for
Forester Day
The Stentor
formally
requests that
the College
improve its
journalism
instruction
Now in Greece, Bree
Fahey corresponds
from an Ocean away
to tell us the goings
on over there.
Portia Lowe brings expertise,
diversity to Lake Forest 
athletics
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Gates
opening:
New center
to host a
variety of
services 
LELAND HUMBERTSON
NEWS EDITOR
Next fall, Lake Forest College stu-
dents will have another resource to
help them succeed after college.
Long-time Lake Forest residents John
and Chrissie Gates and their children
have committed funding to create the
Gates Center for Personal and
Professional Development, which
will include a library, outreach pro-
grams and new facilities for existing
help centers.
“The Gateses were looking to
address the transition from graduation
to real life,” explained Lake Forest
President Steve Schutt.  “That
includes issues regarding relation-
ships, substance abuse, balancing
work and life, and preparation for a
family.”
Southside Lounge will be the loca-
tion of the Gates Center; the health,
counseling, and career advancement
centers will also be located in the
building as part of the center. In addi-
tion, a library will be established, ded-
icated to physical and mental health.
The Gates Center will offer work-
shops on making difficult life deci-
sions. Outreach programs in conjunc-
tion with public schools, hospitals,
and the city of Lake Forest will foster
ties with the community.
Lake Forest staff raves over Symposium Day  
Research, art, presentations contribute to the largest event in nine years
WILL PITTINOS
EDITOR IN CHIEF
This is the second part of an inves-
tigative series from The Stentor, exam-
ining the campus’ response to student
perceptions of minority groups. 
This part questions the level of
acceptance of gay athletes, not only at
the College, but in society as a whole.
The Stentor encourages the cam-
pus community to offer its opinions on
these pieces to foster discussion.
Athletic teams often are compared
to families and pride themselves on
their ability to bring diverse groups
together, but some groups still fight for
a place on the field. 
Melissa Peters, Tracey Swanson
and Andrea Richmond are anomalies
– gay athletes comfortable enough to
publicly admit it. They are the only
three of about 300 varsity athletes at Lake Forest out of the
closet.
“I question if I create a culture that people wouldn’t feel
comfortable with who they are,” said women’s soccer coach
T.R. Bell, ’96, who admits he has coached at least three gay
athletes, but they did not come out until after they graduated.
“I wonder if it was something we did. I would like to think [we
create an accepting and tolerant culture], but it’s something we
don’t bring up. Next fall, I am pretty sure we are going to
bring it up.”
Peters, captain of the handball team,
and Swanson, a two-year swimmer, agree
their teams have been supportive, though
for Swanson, the College has not done
enough.
“I know my team has been very sup-
portive,” said Swanson, “but there is not a
lot of institution support. I don’t know if
coaches, trainers and staff are that aware
of these issues, at least that is the impres-
sion I get.”
Like Bell, many of the coaches did not
feel as though their teams had problems
dealing with gay athletes, but they were
open to the idea.
“It’s no problem with the girls on the
team,” said head women’s hockey coach
Carisa Zaban. “If there were, I would
make sure it was dealt with. I think it is all
a little ridiculous that we are still dealing
with these issues. It is a little archaic.”
“Part of living in a culturally diverse
world,” said Peters, “is being aware of
why you may offend and unfortunate it
doesn’t come naturally to most people. Often times people
have to make a concerted effort, but ideally it would just come
Class of 2006 out to
prove that money
grows on trees
LELAND HUMBERTSON
NEWS EDITOR
The class of 2006 hopes to raise $10,000 as a senior
gift. Co-chairs of the MoneyTree Campaign, seniors
Lindsey McCurdy and Patrick Hendricks are coordinating
the effort to raise the funds.
The MoneyTree Campaign uses the symbol of a tree to
indicate growth over time and long-term investments.  The
money that the seniors hope to raise will go towards an
endowment to the Mohr Student Center and Stuart
Commons.  The fund will produce annual income desig-
nated for the upkeep of gaming equipment and recreation-
al supplies, as well as the purchase of future items for the
Mohr Student Center.
“The idea behind the Money Tree Campaign is to prove
that with the collective efforts of the entire senior class, we
can plant seeds for the future of the College,” said
Hendricks.  “It is important to give back to Lake Forest,
and this is just one way that we can start before we even
graduate.”
So far, two fundraising events have taken place.  The
first, Drinking for Dollars, was on February 15 at the
Lantern.  Seniors Joshua Gordon-Blake and Scott Sparks
bartended, raising $450.  The second took place at Teddy
MICHAL SORENSEN
CONTRIBUTOR
In a day dedicated to recognizing
the accomplishments of Lake Forest
College students, the 9th annual
Student Symposium attracted over
1,400 individuals to the over 300 pre-
sentations.  
The day featured research, academ-
ic papers and artwork, as well as club
accomplishments from the previous
year in a variety of ways, such as
exhibits, debates, performances,
demonstrations and posters. 
About 50 more students presented
than last year, encompassing 164 top-
ics. Beginning a day earlier, the pro-
gram officially kicked off on Monday
in the Durand Art Institute with student
exhibits and gallery talks.
In addition to presentations ranging
from pop-culture superheroes to
women’s voice in literature, the
Symposium included live performanc-
es.  These included martial arts demon-
strations in the cafeteria and dance
numbers from TEMPEST.
It concluded with a music perform-
ance honoring Mozart’s 250th birthday
in the Lily Reid Holt Memorial Chapel
Tuesday night. The Chapel was packed
with nearly 300 attendees, allowing for
standing room only. Many professors
were  impressed by the student presen-
tations. 
“I have heard from so many stu-
dents, faculty and staff that the sympo-
sium was a day of great community
pride and showed off the College at its
best,” said Assistant Professor of
Biology Shubhik DebBurman,
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Spectators learn about various projects during a poster session, Melissa Wegner explains her poster on energy saving techniques, the Aikido
Club gives a demonstration during lunch in the cafeteria, a crowd gathers for ice cream being dished out at break, Aya Tasaki gives a presentation. See Students on page twoSee Gates on page two
Shubhik DebBurman Lindsay Beller
Lindsay BellerLindsay Beller
See Seniors on page twoSee Athletes on page two
Andrea Richmond
SENIOR WOMEN’S HOCKEY PLAYER ANDREA RICHMOND is one of only three out athletes at LFC. She
declined an interview, but classmate Melissa Peters and junior Tracey Swanson offered insights into gay athletes.
Students struggle with diversity
SECOND IN A SERIES OF STENTOR INVESTIGATIONS
Gay athletes fight for acceptance and support
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Seniors:
Class seeking
donations
Continued from front page
O’Brian’s and raised $400.
Hoping to augment the fundrais-
ing campaign, the seniors have also
begun a “memory donation” drive
where Lake Forest College students
are asked to donate a dollar along
with their favorite college memory.
MoneyTree has set up tables by com-
mons to accomplish this.  McCurdy
and Hendricks hope to receive a dona-
tion from every student at Lake Forest
College to help reach their goal.
More coverage of the senior fundrais-
ing drive will follow in next week’s 
The Stentor.
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Symposium: Day transforms College into celebration of learning
Symposium committee chair. “It
brought our College community
together in a highly energetic way.”
DebBurman continued, “The
Symposium clearly tells us that stu-
dents value scholarship as an important
aspect of their liberal arts education.  It
also affirms the creativity and dedica-
tion of our faculty to providing our stu-
dents with outstanding learning experi-
ences in the classroom and in collabo-
rative faculty/student research.” 
“I was extremely impressed by the
quality of research behind many of the
paper presentations,” said Professor of
Economics Carolyn Tuttle.  
She also mentioned her delight at
seeing Richter Scholar presentations.
Those students did the research over
the summer and had an opportunity to
contribute to the Symposium. 
When asked about her experience
during Symposium Day, Rami Levin,
Director of the Center for Chicago
Programs and Associate Dean of the
Faculty, commented, “It was wonder-
ful to see so many people at the
evening concert by the chorus and
orchestra. The program was quite
ambitious, and they did a fine job. I
look forward to next year’s
Symposium.”  
“I thought the Symposium was fab-
ulous,” said Dean of Students Beth
Tyler. “I am always like a proud par-
ent on this day when our students get to
shine. My only regret is that I had to
make such difficult choices on which
presentations to attend.”
“I attended several sessions of the
student symposium and was really
inspired by what I saw,” said President
Stephen Schutt. “I thought the student
presentations were outstanding, and I
was pleased to see that this year there
were more students participating than
ever before.” 
Robert Glassman, Professor of
Psychology, agreed with Schutt.
“The symposium was an excellent,
enjoyable, intellectual interlude late in
the semester. The combination of
devoted academic work, sharing and
camaraderie was perfect,” said
Glassman.  
How could Lake Forest College
possibly outdo itself next year after
such an outstanding performance?
Shubhik DebBurman said that the
College will definitely “keep the open-
ing and closing events. They are good
bookends. We will likely tie in the
Symposium with celebrating the
sesquicentennial year of the College.”
DebBurman also mentioned the
possibility of inviting an international-
ly renowned speaker and creating a
session highlighting the best works at
the Symposium. 
LEFT: Megan Mallouk, Stefanie Cruz and Charlie Alves after their presentation, “The Masque” RIGHT: Sebastian Bienia and
Ben Larsen go over a poster during the 2006 Student Symposium. Visit 
www.thestentor.com
for the complete
“Diversity series”
coverage  
Lindsay Beller Shubhik DebBurman
Gay collegiate athletes fight societal norms
and look to teammates and College for support
naturally.”
Campus response
On Tuesday night, the campus began
what Director of Intercultural Relations
Flot called “the first of many conversa-
tions about ‘embracing cultural diversi-
ty.’” In attendance were the softball
team, and the men’s and women’s bas-
ketball teams and their coaches.
Coaches Tina Johnson, T.R. Bell, Chris
Conger, Robbie Stran, Beth Pier, Jackie
Slaats.
“It was a great group, hopefully next
time we get double this many people,”
said Bell of the event.
Next year, the Athletic Department
will focus its programming on issues of
diversity. While this was not necessarily
a direct response to seemingly more dis-
criminatory incidents on campus, these
events should serve as a starting point
for the conversation.
“There is a tendency to not to want
to confront the issues,” said Athletic
Director Jackie Slaats. “A couple of kids
that have said they aren’t comfortable.
They feel they can’t be 100 percent
themselves. The best thing to do is talk
about it. I think it shouldn’t be a taboo.”
Social influences
Many suggest the environment in
collegiate athletics is a direct result of a
similar culture at the professional level,
where very few athletes are willing to
come out. 
“There is no doubt there are talented
gay athletes,” said Peters. “And proba-
bly most people don’t know they are
gay. The gay community is unique in
that there is no visual characteristic that
defines them. I think in a lot of ways,
this has slowed down the movement for
equality. People can hide it, and that is
why it is important for me, at least at
Lake Forest, that I am honest about my
sexual orientation. Hopefully, it will
change people’s stereotypes.”
“My hunch is there have to be more
male gay athletes,” said Bell, who
played soccer and hockey at the College.
“I might fear for gay male athletes com-
ing out on the football or hockey teams.
?I don’t know how you change the cul-
ture. In all of my coaching and playing
days, I couldn’t remember a male gay
athlete. I don’t even know how I would
have reacted if we had a gay athlete on
the hockey team when I played.?”
Several people noted a distinct dif-
ference between coming out as a male
and coming out as a female athlete.
Most seem to find it difficult to highlight
reasons for this distinction, though sen-
ior volleyball player Keely Knack
offered some insight.
“You would never hear about two
guys [performing sexual acts],” said co-
captain Knack.  “It’s definitely not seen
as accepting, or sexy or hot, or some-
thing guys want to see. A lot of people
get freaked about that.”
Peters outlined some of the specific
differences, “On the handball team, the
women are absolutely amazing, as are
the men, but still, I’ll hear more often
men making derogatory comments than
women like, ‘that’s so gay,’ or ‘fag,’ or
‘we’re playing like a bunch of sissies.’”
Peters and Swanson agree that the
majority of the problems they experi-
ence stem from anti-gay slurs. Neither
of them have experienced any serious
issues as members of their teams.
However, it is these slurs that spring the
most debate, as some do not agree on
their effects. Knack acknowledges the
volleyball team has to watch what they
say. 
Members of the coaching staff also
confront issues of acceptance, for exam-
ple head volleyball coach Beth Pier,
who admits she has never had any direct
personal attacks on her sexual orienta-
tion.
“It makes us uncomfortable,” said
Knack. “Knowing we can’t say those
things around her. It’s not that we don’t
respect the gay community at all, it’s just
so common now to say something like
‘it’s so gay.’” 
“I think it’s ironic people feel
uncomfortable,” said Peters, “by trying
not to make other people uncomfortable.
It shows the character of people who are
willing to try at least.”
“We do have to kind of censure our
vocabulary,” said Knack. “Coming in as
a freshman, you are so naive, it makes it
even more difficult. It’s very different
how to approach people you respect
knowing they are out. There is a certain
level of discomfort having to always be
On April 4 in the Glen Rowan House,
the College initiated the 2006 class of
Phi Beta Kappa members, who
matched the second highest total of
students elected in their junior years –
four. It is the nation’s oldest and
largest academic honor society. 
The new members are: seniors Esra
Acar, Joanna Bovee, Laura Bravo,
Daniel Brown, Jamie Burnett, Anisiia
Doytchinova, Deann Gavney*, George
Gerolimatos, Lily Gershenson, Robert
Hartman, Sarah Hatteberg, James
Herold, Claus Hoerandner, Melinda
Koertje, Rachel Lake, John Luporini*,
Kristen Mickel, Karen Mothkovich,
Sadie Norwick, Una Novakovic,
Kaloian Petkov, Katharine Pflaum*,
Jessica Price, Aayush Sakya, Brittany
Sears, Kerry Shaver, Melissa
Stevenson, Faith Strege,* and juniors
Chris Shirley, and Chloe Wormser.
* Elected in their junior year. Photo
courtesy of Professor Bailey Donnally.
Gates:
Southside
lounge to be
transformed
Continued from front page
“It’s an innovative idea,” said
Schutt.  “I’m encouraged by its intent
and interested to see what develops.”
“I’m psyched,” said Dean of
Students Beth Tyler, who helped
come up with the idea with the Gates
family.  “The main thing that guides
me is that we don’t do things for stu-
dents, we teach them to do things for
themselves.”
“This gives students the ability to
develop their interpersonal, intraper-
sonal and emotional intelligence,”
Tyler continued.
The Gates family has pledged $1.5
million to help develop the center,
with an additional $500,000 to be
raised by the College.  Part of the
money will go into renovating the old
Graduate School of Management
building and making it capable of
housing the Gates Center.
“There will be prominent space on
the main floor devoted to the Gates
Center when the renovation happens,”
said Schutt. 
Schutt cited the many classrooms
in the building which will be put to
use by the summer of 2007. 
“The other spaces are under active
debate,” Schutt said. “They will be
put to academic purposes.” 
The Gates Center for Personal and
Professional Development is expected
to be operating by next fall.  The
College will be conducting a search
for a director of the center over the
summer. 
aware of what we are saying. I don’t see
it as a way to personally degrade some-
one, I don’t think it’s in that sense. It’s
playful banter. We are so used to hearing
it, it is accepted. The level of acceptance
we have grown to at this point, makes it
easier to use the word any way we
want.”
Other college’s responses to gay stu-
dents and athletes
Lake Forest is not the only college
dealing with issues of sexual orientation.
Tuesday, Penn State University fined its
women’s basketball coach $10,000 and
ordered her to diversity training after
one of her former players alleged she
was not treated equally because she
seemed like a lesbian. 
Last week, University of the
Cumberlands, a Baptist school in
Kentucky, expelled a student after he
admitted he was gay on myspace.com.
As well, a lawsuit was filed against
Georgia Tech University regarding the
limitation of religious students’ rights to
express their concerns about the gay
lifestyle. The issues reach much closer
to campus as well, as Wheaton College
in Illinois is holding a day of dialogue to
help their Christian campus deal with
GLBT issues. 
While the issue reaches much
beyond our campus, the College plans to
battle in as many ways as possible.
“This conversation should not only
be had about athletic teams,” said
Director of Alumni Relations Tim State
'93. “But also about all of our organiza-
tions. What aren't we having this con-
versation about Greek organizations?”
Next week, the final portion of the
“Diversity series” will focus on the
College’s minority students.
From the Business
Office:
Everyday Legal Advice
1. The next time you order checks,
have only your initials (instead of
first name and last name) put on
them. If someone takes your check-
book, they will not know if you sign
your checks with just your initials
or your first name, but your bank
will know how you sign your
checks.
2. Do not sign the back of your
credit cards. Instead, put "PHOTO
ID REQUIRED.”
3. In the event that your wallet or
credit cards are stolen, call the 3
national credit reporting organiza-
tions immediately to place a fraud
alert on your name and also call the
Social Security fraud line number.
The alert means any company that
checks your credit knows your
information was stolen, and they
have to contact you by phone to
authorize new credit.
1.) Equifax: 1-800-525-6285
2.) Experian (formerly TRW): 
1-888-397-3742
3.) Trans Union: 1-800-680-7289
4.) Social Security Administration
(fraud line): 1-800-269-0271       
Continued from front page
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The object is to enter the enemy’s territory, capture the flag and carry it into
home territory, all without being caught. Each team sets up a flag – the flags
must be visible, although it’s okay to place them as inconspicuously as possi-
ble (be tricky – instead of hiding the flag in a great hiding spot put it in a decep-
tively open spot, where no one will think twice about it). Each team has its own
territory in which its players are free to move as they please, but on which
opponents enter at their peril. The player may capture any enemy players cross-
ing into their own territory. Guarding the flag is poor sportsmanship and also
reveals the location of your flag. Most rules agree that teams should not post a
guard within 10 feet of the flag.
What happens when hip-hop
becomes fluid, when it moves from a
needle and a record to a drum set, bass
and keyboard? What happens when a
virtuoso quartet of musicians possess
the freedom to craft the music behind
three charismatic emcees, like a DJ?
And what happens when that DJ has
one of the illest record collections of
jazz, global and rock records that
you’ve ever heard? It certainly does-
n’t feel the same every time, but if
you talk to the members of Bad News
Jones, that’s the whole point. 
Cut the
mechanical bull
MARY HUXHOLD
STAFF REPORTER
The mystery of Forester Day goes far beyond the ambiguous advertisements around campus. Most of the historical
information surrounding the day comes from the captions of PR photos taken for the College. As College archivist Art
Miller reports, “The day is an annual campus event designed to raise funds for the observance of the College’s centen-
nial in 1957.” The photos display most notably the crowning of Jane and Jim Forester, “mythical grandparents of Lake
Forest College.” According to one photo, in 1955 John Briddle of Highland Park was selected as “Jim ... on the basis of
his beard-growing and tall tale telling.”
Hip Hop artistry closes Forester Day
Show your pride by attending...
BRITINI RIOS
FEATURES EDITOR
We’ve probably all seen the part of Urban Cowboy
where John Travolta takes to the saddle in a mechanical
bull contest – it is, without a doubt, Travolta’s best movie
of the 1980s. And unlike his other well-known movie
where he portrays a working class guy living a second life
at night, Urban Cowboy made mechanical bull riding more
popular than ever (unlike poor Saturday Night Fever’s
disco).
It is true that mechanical bulls have had a bad reputa-
tion when it comes to safety, but there is no reason to fear
the modern-day incarnation – prior to Urban Cowboy there
was no demand for the machines as anything other than a
rodeo training tool, and older machines only have two
speeds: on and off. Today’s mechanical bulls have fully
adjustable speed controls and a minimum sixteen-foot
airbag throw zone. Everyone from the smallest preschool-
er to the oldest alumni can safely enjoy a turn – there’s no
reason to avoid the mechanical bull for those of us in good
physical health, and a skilled operator should be able to
give every rider a thrilling two to three-minute ride.
The trick is staying on for the whole ride. The main dif-
ference between a real bull and the mechanical version is
that a rodeo bull is always moving forward and has the
ability to jump. While we mechanical bull riders have the
added advantage of not getting trampled, the technique
remains the same. Hold on to the bull with your thighs and
use your arms for balance. Try to keep your upper body as
relaxed as possible and avoid trying to sit up straight while
riding. Officially, riders are only allowed to use one hand
to hold on to the bull – in competitions even touching your
other hand to the bull results in a disqualification. But for
the purposes of Forester Day, I give you my permission to
do whatever it takes to have a successful ride. 
Capture the Flag: A new tradition?
Historical Forester Day
10:00 - 1:00 - A Celebration of Community
Special Olympics - South Campus
Faculty, Staff, Student Softball Game- Softball Field
Lake Forest Men's Tennis v Knox College - South Campus
Tree Planting Ceremony - Middle Campus
11:30 - 1:30 - Lake Forest BBQ/ Pig Roast South Campus
Food, Music, and Fun
Leave Your Mark- South Campus
1:00 - 4:00 - Lake Forest vs Knox Softball Game 
- softball field
3:00 - 4:00 - Nature Walk - meet in Johnson A
4:30 - 7:00 - A Celebration of Spirit 
Crowning of Jim and Jane Forester - Middle Campus
Mechanical Bull Riding - Middle Campus
Forester Gauntlet - Middle Campus
Capture the Flag - Middle Campus Quad
5:30 - 7:00 - Forester Feast - Student Center
7:00 until midnight - A Celebration of the Arts
Bad News Jones band - Student Center
Garrick Players presents On The Verge - Hixon Hall
College Yearbook-1950’s
JANE ACCIDENTALLY cuts off Jim’s head in this cartoon.
College Yearbook
MY, OH PIE!  This year, there won’t be a pie-throwing contest.
College Yearbook
GUS (above) was trying his best to be the perfect Forester.
Bad News Jones
BAD NEWS JONES will be playing in the Student Center
Dan Kolen
Dan Kolen
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Best Breakfast in Chicago
LYDIA UHLIR
COLUMNIST
Eating out for breakfast is one of my favorite things, and there are so
many great Chicago restaurants to choose from. I have put together a list
of my favorite breakfast hangouts from the traditional breakfast to the
unique, all equally delicious. Enjoy!
Ann Sather
929 W. Belmont
Ann Sather has been at this location for more than 50 years and now has
outlets all over Chicagoland. Ann Slather serves up traditional
Scandinavian food including their delicious Swedish pancakes with lin-
gonberries. They have every kind of eggs benedict imaginable, omelets
and other Swedish dishes. Don’t forget to try their famous cinnamon
rolls. They also have lunch and dinner options. Open Sunday-Thursday 7
a.m.-9 p.m., and Friday & Saturday 7 a.m.-10 p.m. Call 773-348-2378 or
visit www.annsather.com for more info and menu.
Victory’s Banner
2100 W. Roscoe St.
This is a great vegetarian eatery with an emphasis on breakfast. Their
award-winning French toast complete with peach butter is amazing. Or
try one of their omelets or tofu scramblers, like the pesto and goat cheese
omelet, or you can make your own. No meat here, but you can try an egg
and sausage bagel sandwich with soy sausage instead! Open Wednesday-
Monday 8 a.m.-3 p.m., closed Tuesday. Call 773-665-0227 for info or
visit www.victorysbanner.com and see their menu. 
Orange
3231 N. Clark St.
Have all your breakfast fantasies come true at this Lakeview spot. With a
4 forks (out of 4) from the Chicago Tribune you can’t beat the taste and
quality. Try the French toast kabob or the Chai tea-infused French toast
or maybe the jelly donut pancakes. They have a Thai chicken omelet and
even green eggs and ham (eggs with basil pesto). You can design your
own juice with options like kiwi and watermelon. Open Monday-
Thursday 8 a.m.-2 p.m. and Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Call
773-549-440 for more info.
BREE FAHEY
STAFF REPORTER
We all know some general things
about the country of Greece. It’s in
Europe, the currency is the Euro, and
Lake Forest College has a program
that goes there. I am presently on said
program, and there are some things
about Greece I have learned that no
one prepared me for before I got here. 
Some interesting tidbits:
The Greeks do not allow you to
put toilet paper in the toilets. Instead,
there is a tiny wastebasket next to
each toilet. 
Hot water in Greece is a top com-
modity. Laundry is at an exorbitant
fee and one sometimes has to pay for
a shower. 
On the subject of showers, there
are very few tubs in Greece, just
drains in the ground with half-inch
tile walls surrounding them. The
showerheads in the hostels are on
hoses affixed to the middle of the
wall. This is unfortunate for the
extremely tall, but useful for those
hard to reach areas.
The national pastime of Greece is
staring. They set up their cafes and
bars with all the seats pointing toward
the center of that street so anyone
walking by has to go through an arena
of European eyes. This can be discon-
certing, but it allows foreign student
travelers to stare blatantly right back
at them.  
Dinner happens at around 9 p.m.
and people are at the bars until 4 a.m.
It’s a nice change for a Forester, used
to Security’s prompt appearance. 
This is a haven for cat and dog
lovers. There are strays everywhere.
Evidently, they rounded them all up
and put them in pounds for the 2004
Olympics; when that was over, they
just let them loose again. You can’t
get them to leave you alone, either,
unless you are an old Greek woman
who holds the key to the secret doggy
language.
There is something about the cars
in Greece that makes whoever is
behind the wheel both blind and
angry. Crossing any street is a death-
defying feat, and the traffic signals are
just a cruel joke. 
The Metro is clean, fast, efficient
and 80 cents a ticket. It also works on
the honor system, meaning it is very
rare that anyone even checks your
ticket. The threat of a penalty several
hundred times the cost of a ticket
helps to keep everyone carrying a
ticket just in case.  
Stairs! So many stairs. Old marble
stairs. Stairs that make the gravity in
Greece feel just that much more
intense. Stairs covered with donkey
poo. But the stairs that take you wind-
ing up or down a cliffside have the
most beautiful views imaginable. 
Donkeys! Like I said, they leave a
lot of poo everywhere, and a myriad
of bad odors, but come on, donkeys!
It’s like going back to a simpler time.
A time with donkeys.
Greeced lightning - and donkeys!
JESSICA BERGER
FILM CRITIC
It seems so painfully obvious, it’s a wonder no
one has ever conceived of it before.  The characters
of Raymond Chandler, Humphrey Bogart, Fred
MacMurray merge together and enroll at a crime-
soaked California high school in Brick, a brilliant
slice of noir cinema set in the tumultuous realm of
the modern day teen.  Former 3rd Rock From the
Sun child star Joseph Gordon-Levitt lays out a grit-
ty performance as Brendan Frye, a fast talking,
straight-faced, no nonsense loner contacted (via
locker note) by his troubled ex-girlfriend.  She’s
mixed up in the wrong crowds, and when she turns
up dead, Brendan begins a journey through the
adolescent underworld.  What follows is a lush cin-
ematic vision loaded with genre perfect dialogue
that would do those old school private investigators
proud, cinematographic clarity, and gripping
intrigue that latches onto the viewer within the first
minute and holds on through every twist and turn.   
It could have been a novelty piece, could have
been over groomed into something almost cutesy,
but it keeps grounded with a keen sense of its own
spectacular wit.  Smartly written and directed by
Rian Johnson, Brick is one part tongue-in-cheek
teen movie, one part fresh reworking of an estab-
lished genre, and three parts art house classic
shooting straight for a mainstream following.
Entertaining from start to finish, this is an absolute
must see. 
JESSICA BERGER
FILM CRITIC
You may notice as you watch Jason
Reitman’s satiric Thank You for Smoking that not
a single character actually lights up during the
film.  Big tobacco employees, death merchants,
Marlboro men and political lobbyists all get
screen time; but not a single actual cigarette on
screen.  Brilliant, isn’t it?  
Aaron Eckhart is simultaneously likable and
despicable as fast-talking spokesperson Nick
Naylor; a self-defined ‘merchant of death’ who
spends his time balancing being a role model for
his twelve-year-old son and essentially force
feeding cigarettes to the American public.
Eckhart’s ability to keep his character strongly
afloat amongst the subject matter is impressive,
as is the overall acidic tone of the film.  With a
cast that includes William H. Macy, Robert
Duvall, Adam Brody, Katie Holmes and Maria
Bello, everything is pitch perfectly steeped in vit-
riolic nonchalance.   The politically ‘moral’ side
of the coin is slashed and burned along with the
industry in question, all for the sake of off-kilter,
brutally hilarious comedy.  
Thank You for Smoking is a challenging
movie adapted and flawlessly updated from the
decade-old Christopher Buckley novel of the
same title.  The dialogue is rapid fire, well script-
ed, intelligent, and delivered with exquisite tim-
ing.  There hasn’t been a satire quite like this in
years.
Just another Brick in
the wall, but worth it
Thank You For Smoking
(and for good satire)
Movie times are for Friday 4/14 - Thursday 4/20
The hottest-hitting website on the
College: www.thestentor.com.
Ryan Schuette
VIEWING RUINS AND HISTORICAL sites make up the curriculum for the Lake Forest Greece and Turkey program every spring.
Fox Searchlight Pictures
AARON ECKHART stars as “the Merchant of Death.”
Focus Features
JOSEPH GORDON-LEVITT stars in Brick.
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Lake Forest College Letters to the Editor
Was it one semester ago or two…
during finals when students got their
first taste of Facebook via
LakeForestFacebook?  
So what if the grades of the stu-
dent body dipped as a whole?  How
could we study when there was
Facebook?  The perfect scapegoat -
the unnervingly addictive, yet, sweet-
ly satisfying, answer to our desperate
pursuit of methods for procrastina-
tion.
Not many months after finals, we
moved from the coffee-fetching-
trash-collecting-intern of Facebooks
to the real deal.  To the “my-Bentley-
is-my-backup-car”-CEO of
Facebooks, THEfacebook.  And then
we could not stop checking our pro-
file for the life of us, anxious to see if
anyone had posted comments within
the last three and a half minutes.  That
site probably got more hits than an
ultimate fighting competition.
Now there are endlessly rewritten
profiles, the addition of photo albums
and the scheming attempt to make as
many friends as possible, even if it
involves the “I don’t even know this
person” option more often than you
would like to admit.
I am not here to preach the perils
of online profiles, journals and pic-
tures.  I admit I made a MySpace pro-
file at 3:30 a.m. the night before a
paper was due.  I also get jealous of
my roommates’ Facebook pictures of
their study abroad in Europe.  And I
definitely had more faith in the com-
municative efficiency of Facebook as
juxtaposed to my ex-Verizon phone.  I
have been drawn into the Facebook
world, too.  Many a time have I turned
to the fondly-deemed “Stalker Pages”
to find someone’s phone number to
get in touch for a class project or
Greek activity.
But that’s the thing: it’s so easy.
College athletics have begun to have
problems with this (such as fans stalk-
ing their favorite players). I could
worry that some kid in California who
asked me to be his/her friend now not
only knows my name and school…
but also my dorm number, mobile
number, and the fact I listen to music
like I am categorically A.D.D. and am
too impatient to finish “Hungarian
Rhapsody No.2” because I need to
hear “Back in Black”…A.S.A.P.
Or let us flounce around the
Pandora’s Box that is the Photo
Album.  It’s great to see your friends
hanging out, what the guy who sport-
ed hot green tiger striped pants in
kindergarten looks like now, or how
your 50 closest friends are making use
of the digital cameras they received
for Christmas or Hanukah.  But, on
the same token, it is also important to
maintain some sort of prudence when
posting photos.
For instance, my good friend is a
freshman at a university here in the
Midwest.  He was having a great
time… but his parents didn’t know
how great of a time it really was until
they heard from his friend’s parents
about what was posted in his photo
albums.  The friend had apparently
left his Facebook open, and the
friend’s parents - without snooping -
happened across nights detailing
“Halloween” and “White Trash
Party.”  Great for you to remember on
your own computer, but the conversa-
tion of explanation after your parents
find out through the grapevine about
your antics has got to be some kind of
party foul.
This isn’t to say not to do things -
it’s just to remind you to use your
judgment.  You don’t know who’s
checking out your profile… your
friends, your secret admirer, some
stalker weirdo, police, parents,
administration or employers.  Or fast
forward 20 years when you’re run-
ning for some position of world dom-
ination… you don’t know who secret-
ly has stored photos from that infa-
mous “Vicky & Calvin” party…
images that should never be allowed
to be exposed to the light of day (and
it’s not just because leopard print
went out in the 80s.
So this whole story in a nutshell:
Facebook is a wonderful resource, but
as with anything addicting… use
common sense.  Really… what do
you want the world to know?...
because no one wants to end up in
rehab because of a website.
THE STENTOR is a student publication
printed weekly throughout the academ-
ic year. All editorials are the opinion of
the editorial board of THE STENTOR
and do not represent the opinions of
Lake Forest College, its students, fac-
ulty or employees. All opposite-edito-
rials are the opinion of the writer and
do not reflect the opinions of THE
STENTOR or Lake Forest College.
For questions or concerns regarding
con-
tent please contact Will Pittinos at  edi-
tor@lfc.edu or (847) 735-5215.
THE STENTOR always welcomes
letters from readers; students, pro-
fessors, alumni, parents, and other
subscribers alike. Letters must
include the writer’s name and class
or address and phone number. Any
letters may be shortened to fit the
space required.
Send all letters to
opinions@lfc.edu or drop them off
at THE STENTOR’S office in the
Johnson Science Building.  You can
also submit letters on the website
www.thestentor.com.
As Lake Forest students, we would
like to express a couple concerns
regarding the upcoming Forester Day,
April 22. Our first concern is the
resemblance that this event has to high
school activities, particularly the
crowning of Jim and Jane Forester.
This is reminiscent of how schools
force students to come together and to
have school spirit.
When we came to college, we
thought we were getting away from
such inane events. We recognize that
each year we crown a king and queen
during Homecoming, however the
addition of another event involving the
crowning of another king and queen
seems excessive.
Our major concern is with the
original context of the day. Forester
Day originated in the 1950s when the
student body was smaller and general-
ly more homogeneous. It was a holi-
day that celebrated the conformity of
the student body and their ability to
unite as a result of this.
Today it is a much different con-
text.  Since the 1960s Lake Forest has
promoted itself as a national and even
international college.  We pride our-
selves on the diversity of the student
body, and we feel that this event does
not reflect this message, nor is it repre-
sentative of the student body. 
We feel that if such an event is to
be introduced to the student body, we
should first be asked what events we
would like to see.  There has been
much concern that the student body is
apathetic and does not care about the
school.  Introducing such an event to
us, without our input, only confirms
this and is unlikely to get rid of the
apathy.
Katie DuBois, sophomore
Sara Woodbury, sophomore
(submitted via www.thestentor.com)
Forced 
Forester Day 
Don’t get me wrong, I’m a big fan
of Foresters getting together and hav-
ing a good time, but in some respects,
dead traditions are dead for a reason.
That’s right students I’m talking about
the Greased Pig to Roast Pig. 
Sure, we’ve come pretty far in the
last fifty years. From chasing a live,
greased pig around campus, killing it,
then publicly eating it together later, as
only true Foresters would do, to
presently only roasting the pig. 
Maybe it’s just me, perhaps I
missed the secret connection between
being a Lake Forest College Forester
and eating roasted pork. Nonetheless,
what in the world does roasting and
eating a pig have to do with being a
Forester? 
I can’t help but think, hmm….this
tradition died, for some unknown rea-
son (maybe common sense) I wonder
what that reason could be? But if it
was good enough to kill the tradition
then, it should be good enough now. 
It’s Forester day, right? I think that
this tradition ended because the
Foresters of the time saw how very lit-
tle it had to do with being a Forester. 
Instead of sitting around a charred
mammal (this comes from a meat
eater herself.) let’s do something that
speaks to the nature of being a
Forester. Let the administration take us
all into the Forest to…celebrate in the
Forest, or perhaps go…swimming in
the…Lake (?). 
Obviously, I’m not on this Omni-
chosen Forester Day committee, prob-
ably because my ideas aren’t that
great. Of course, I’m not the one that
suggested we bring back some lame
pig roasting, either. 
I guess I’ll go with a select group
of TRUE Foresters into the forest, and
down by the lake and celebrate our
Foresterness, while the rest of the
campus eats pork.
Jade Bartlet, sophomore
p.s. I’m glad I’m not a vegetarian; I’d
be pretty pissed.  
Why so much meat
on Forester Day?
THOMAS MCMAHON
COLUMNIST
Up has down. Mustard has ketchup.
Tops have bottoms. We live in a world
where seemingly everything has an
opposite; and sometimes, that’s just fine.
But other times it can be devastatingly
awful. This basic fact could potentially
lead to a serious article about something
like war being the opposite of peace or
something else along those lines. But
that’s just not my style. I was, very
recently, the victim of one of the worst
types of opposites known in the dating
world. 
Everyone knows about the
Wingman, a second person, a friend,
who’s there to help fuel your game, to
help talk you up and make others (poten-
tial mates) find you more appealing.
Okay, so I don’t have one, but thanks to
Lisa Loeb’s new reality show, I know
they exist. At a downtown Starbucks, I
noticed the barista at the register give me
the once over a few times. We made
small talk when it was my turn to order,
and when he handed back my credit card
from charging my under two dollar
order, he said my name. Two hours later,
after a meeting I was going to had
ended, I stopped by again for another
“caffeine fix.” The guy remembered me,
the small talk between us ensued, and
this time I stayed with my drink in the
now nearly empty store to read a bit.
When the guy saw me sit down and pull
out a book, I heard him announce to a
co-worker that he was going to sweep
around the tables. Was he interested in
me and was he about to go in for the
kill? I will never know.
Aside from his co-worker, this
barista’s friend was there as well. And
the friend kept talking to him. Even
when the barista went to sweep, the
friend followed him around and kept
talking. The barista gave me pained
looks and when he swept near me he
made a joke under his breath. I couldn’t
tell if he was flirting with me or not, but
finally I just gave up on the friend giving
the barista a chance to ask for my num-
ber or talk to me or something and just
left. I was over it. I had been pretty sure
the barista had been slightly interested in
me, but I would never know because of
his “opposite-of-the-Wingman” friend. 
It was only later that I learned the
appropriate terms for these Wingman-
opposites. Game killers of both sexes
and all sexual orientations are a scary
reality. Okay, that’s a little melodramat-
ic. I’m convinced that the game killer
doesn’t always have malicious intent
when he brings down someone’s chance
with someone else. In some cases,
they’re just oblivious to the potential cir-
cumstance and are inept at reading sig-
nals their friends may be relaying to
them telling them to back off for a while.
Still, there are definitely occasions
where a game killer knows what he’s
doing, when he doesn’t want you and his
friend to get together for reasons that are
way beyond me. In the most movie-per-
fect scenario it’s because the game killer
is in love with the friend, but how often
has life worked out as it does in a Julia
Roberts movie? 
The opposite of a wingman
EDITORIAL OBSERVER / LISA RALPH
Facebook: Everyone is watching you
A perennial problem for any college newspaper is the task of finding—or training—good writers for
each section.  A staff writer for the news section has a different bent than an opinions writer; a features
columnist has a different outlook than a sportswriter.  One of The Stentor's top priorities in recent years has
been to attract and educate talented journalists in order to make our newspaper as professional as possible.
We have been fortunate with the ability of our current writers, but we remain drastically understaffed.  
In a constant effort to improve both the quality of writing and the mere number of writers, we have dis-
cussed many avenues.  The most obvious way to reach these goals is to partner with the English depart-
ment, and, more specifically, with the journalism class offered on campus.  
While many schools offer a full journalism major with varied course offerings and specializations within
the major—magazine, sports or news writing, for example—Lake Forest College students who want to pur-
sue a career in journalism have to go through the back door, majoring in English writing or communica-
tions.  
That being the case, the single journalism course offered at Lake Forest College (English 231) has a lot
resting on its thin little shoulders.  And unfortunately, the class is just not carrying its weight.  Even the col-
legiate-level journalism world is a hard-hitting whirlwind of deadlines and high expectations—how much
truer is this in the real world?  Instead of preparing students for what lies ahead, English 231, as it is cur-
rently structured, caters primarily to students who have heard that the course is an easy “A.”  
Any journalism course, and especially one that is the only academic window through which an entire
college can see the real-world newspaper business, should firstly be taught by a professional.  The current
journalism lecturer is not even a full professor at the College.  This instructor cannot possibly impart expe-
rience-based knowledge to his students because he does not possess sufficient experience on a professional
newspaper.  
Students who have taken this course are correct that it is an incredibly easy “A.”  But if that is their only
criterion for choosing a class, they certainly won't cut it in real-world journalism anyway.  For a student
interested in pursuing newswriting as a career,  English 231 is a course of busywork and tangentially relat-
ed lectures interspersed with a few pertinent assignments.  
It is The Stentor's opinion that the College should recognize the need for a relevant and professionally-
taught course in journalism.  This recommendation extends far beyond our own desire to see better trained
writers join our staff; it is an exhortation on behalf of all aspiring journalists at Lake Forest College.
Easy “A” for accountability 
Forester Day steps in the right direction
The Stentor believes that Forester Day is a positive step towards the promotion of unity in a cost-
effective manner. The College is in great need of more events that aren’t alcohol-centered to unite our
diverse campus. We suffer from a low retention rate, and this negatively affects the demeanor of the stu-
dents at the College and also reflects poorly on our ratings. Forester Day, in our estimation, is one of what
should be a series of non-alcohol centered events that bring the campus together.
Impressed in Student Government’s ability to throw such an event with live music, pig roasts, games
of the Capture the Flag, etc. The Stentor wishes to express deep gratitude to those who are involved in and
who contributed to making this event possible.
The Stentor is excited about the event and what this implies for the College’s future.  We need more
events that promote school spirit and more fun outdoor social gatherings that make students feel they are a
part of the College.
Many of the events this year seem to incorporate traditional field day gatherings that will appeal to a
broad range of students.  However, some activities may offend or not appeal to everyone, so anyone who is
interested in providing feedback or contributing ideas for next year, please submit your opinions to the The
Stentor.
Open forum?
At Tuesday’s open-forum on the
topic of cultural diversity, I was
amazed at the rhetorical verbiage used
by those on campus that deem them-
selves to be open-minded sophisticates
-- Oh, let us count the ways we can
say the same thing over and over
again, without using words with solid
definitions! Had I not been present, I
doubt anything more than a debate
over semantics would have taken
place; a throng of the “educated” wal-
lowing in a sea of self-righteousness,
crafting poems of deep thought while
humming odes of agreement to the
other practitioners of tolerance; a heap
of self-important ne'er-do-wells grant-
ed credence only by a title that bears
no concrete meaning, sitting in a ficti-
tious semi-circle beating imaginary
drums of forced acceptance while at
the same time stoking their egos with
contrived mantras of political correct-
ness.
No examination, no matter how
thorough, of the psyche of the “self-
righteous and tolerant” could possibly
yield an acceptable answer as to why
they felt that I was in the wrong for
speaking my mind at a, supposedly,
open forum. True, some chose to
explain away the notion that someone
could disagree with their lofty goals
and altruistic aspirations, by saying
that I was “playing the devil’s advo-
cate” or perhaps acting “as a caricature
of myself.” Nothing could be further
from the truth. The ones that think are
the truly closed-minded ones, the ones
that are blinded by their own empty
rhetoric, delusional from years of
using words without meaning, and so
out of touch with reality that they
could not fathom someone having an
opinion other than their own.
Jim Kersten, senior
Publishing since 1886
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Stentor Editors Go Insane!
LATCH WHATSAMOVEE
CHIEF CHIVER
Due to the mounting pressure of finals and the respon-
sibilities of producing several more issues of the newspa-
per before the year’s end, several of The Stentor’s editors
have gone insane.
Managing Editor Dan Kolen let out a blood-curdling
scream in the cafeteria last Tuesday and began loudly
declaring, “I am Jesus!” repeatedly.  Sources close to
Kolen have stated that they believe his outbursts have
something to do with his forthcoming entrance into the
student film festival.
Kolen then proceeded to steal the bowl of yogurt from
the cafeteria and throw it in people’s faces.  Security tack-
led him in front of the Blackstone and Harlan gates, pre-
venting him from reaching South Campus and creating
more havoc.  
“We managed to get a hold of his robe and yank it pret-
ty hard to take him down,” explained security officer Jesse
Williams.  “I just wish he was wearing something under-
neath.”
Kolen’s case is not an isolated one, however.  News
Editor Leland Humbertson was spotted at 4 a.m.
Wednesday morning returning to campus with a Radio-
Flyer wagon full of Taco Bell soft tacos.
“They are my fuel,” commented Humbertson in
between tacos.  “They sustain me.  Must get to Stentor
office, most cover news.  Chalupas!”
“I have to commend him, I didn’t think he could walk
that far,” said sophomore Danny Reiter, Humbertson’s
roommate.
After finishing the last of the tacos, Humbertson got on
the wagon and rode it into the ravine near Lois Hall.  The
Lake Forest Hospital reports that he is currently in stable
condition.  He was transferred back to Lake Forest at the
behest of security.  Man Studies advisor Dan LeMahieu
has suggested that Humbertson receive an extra course
credit in the department.
“I think the loss of the Slaughterhouse 500 still lingers
on Leland,” explained LeMahieu.  “Even though it’s not
raw meat, eating all those tacos is undeniably manly.”
Stentor Editor in Chief Will Pittinos was the third edi-
tor to break down.  Security officers had to knock down the
door of the newspaper office because it was blocked by a
stockpile of back issues.  Inside, they discovered Pittinos
on a paper-machéd throne made of old Stentors.
“He just kind of sat there and looked at us,” said
Officer Williams.  “Well, I think he was looking at us, or
at least in our general direction.”
Pittinos proceeded to invite the security officers into
the office and make them hats out of old newspapers.
Sources report that they had not seen Pittinos in four days.
“Usually when I don’t see him for that long, he’s in the
office,” explained senior Rachel Lake.  “That means he’s
not sleeping…wait, he was in there for four days?  Oh no.”
Officers escorted Pittinos to the basement of Moore
Hall where both Kolen and Humbertson are also being
kept for observation by Security Chief Jerry Cooper.
“I’m keeping them on an all-asbestos diet,” explained
Cooper as he emerged from the dark recesses of the base-
ment.  Cooper refuses to let staff from the Lake Forest
Hospital in to see the men, citing the need to call in a bomb
squad first.
“I heard they might have snuck in some SNIXer candy
bars,” Cooper said as he laughed maniacally.  While the
Stentor editors are incapacitated, members of the Chive
staff have stepped in to fill the needed positions in the
interim.
HOW TO MASTER THE
SUDOKU PUZZLE
TO SOLVE A SUDOKU PUZZLE,
PLACE EACH OF THE NUMBERS 1
THROUGH 9 IN THE SQUARES SO
THAT EVERY ROW, COLUMN AND
NINE-BY-NINE BOX HAS EACH
OF THE DIGITS EXACTLY ONCE. 
FOR THE UNIQUE SOLUTION SEE
NEXT WEEK’S VARIETY PAGE.
Sri Lankan Cricket Results
Sri Lanka: 279 & 73-9 
Pakistan: 170 & 183-2 
Pakistan beat Sri Lanka
by 8 wickets (04/03/06)
Sri Lanka: 185 & 448-5 
Pakistan: 176 & 337-4 
Sri Lanka drew with
Pakistan (03/26/06)
Disclaimer: All stories in The Chive are works of fiction.  People involved in the stories may not have knowledge of their involvment. This section is meant to serve as a humorous break from the weekly grind.
                             
FRANKLYN BECKFORD
STAFF REPORTER
As Melissa Wegner made her
way toward her car following soft-
ball’s sweep of North Central
College last Thursday, she wore a
look of satisfaction. She has had that
same expression on her face for four
years. Her success on the field con-
tributes to it, but something more
profound is at the root of her happi-
ness.
Wegner may appear to be the
typical college softball player - a
solid defender, smart with the bat,
and a good leader on the field - but
her personal beliefs make her
unique.
“I became a Christian the sum-
mer before my freshman year here,
and God has really transformed my
life,” Wegner said. “The joy I have
experienced since this change has
been abounding.  It has allowed me
to move from living solely for
myself to living for something
greater, something eternal.”
The standout basketball and soft-
ball player at Chicago Lane Tech
High School admitted that she had a
thriving career as a prep, but her
days of playing softball at the colle-
giate level have had more meaning.
“I was very successful in high
school, but it was all for a personal
name and title,” she said. “Since I
made the change in my life, I’ve
received a peace and motivation in
my heart to love people and to
remain faithful to God.”
Keeping faith is not easy, espe-
cially for a college student. With
pressure surrounding her daily, the
senior has relied on a few teammates
who share similar beliefs, but counts
on support from faith-based groups
as well.
“Overall, my teammates have
been respectful of my faith and who
I am. They are my family, and that
means, despite any individual differ-
ences, we’re there for each other.;
But spiritually, other students on
campus as well as my friends in The
Vine have really encouraged me,”
Wegner said.
Wegner is the president of The
Vine, a student-run Bible study
group on campus. The group meets
weekly, offering a place for students
to gather and participate in events
ranging from guest speakers from
the area to sand volleyball matches
on South Campus. 
Unlike many athletes who flaunt
their talent and use it for personal
glory, Wegner prefers to use her skill
in a more humble way. 
“We’ve all been given gifts and
talents, and I believe that when God
blessed me with the ability to play
softball, it was not simply for the
purpose of winning games or
awards, but to grow in strength, dis-
cipline, and develop friendships
with some amazing teammates,” she
said. “As one of two seniors on this
team, I feel it is my role to be a good
example, especially for the younger
players. I’m not that vocal, but I feel
I lead by example.”
Wegner’s example has sparked
the Foresters in the second half of
the season. After sweeping North
Central last Thursday, Lake Forest
recorded a pair of crucial wins over
Midwest Conference foe Grinnell
College last Saturday. The wins
improved the team’s league record
to 8-3, the best mark in the South
Division.
But according to Wegner,
Saturday’s wins were not as easy as
the final scores might convey.
“We started to get nervous when
we got down early (3-0 after the first
inning), but we took a step back,
regrouped, and were able to concen-
trate and get some big hits,” she
said.
One of those big hits was
Wegner’s third home run of the sea-
son, a two-run shot over the right-
center field fence in the fifth inning
to cut the Foresters’ deficit to 4-3. A
two-run homer the following inning
by left fielder Christy Condon put
the home team ahead and Lake
Forest ended up recording a 6-4 win.
The win was a prime example of a
team working together and encour-
aging each other to accomplish a
single goal, which is similar to
Wegner’s spiritual journey at Lake
Forest College.
“We don’t rely on one single per-
son,” the senior said, “but we
encourage each other and work
together to get the job done.”
The Foresters continued to work
together in the second game, and the
team posted an 11-5 rout over the
Pioneers. Wegner boosted her team-
best batting average to .466 after she
went 3-4 with a run scored and her
10th RBI of the year. Condon also
had a solid game, with four hits,
including a pair of home runs. The
sophomore now has nine homers on
the season, one more than the for-
mer school record set by Alissa
Mildebrath in 2002.  
“Christy has really done a fan-
tastic job at the plate and in the field.
She worked really hard for a starting
spot after having a rough freshman
year, and she responded to all of
Coach’s (Tina Johnson) challenges
and won the starting spot in left
field,” the shortstop said.
But Condon isn’t the only one to
respond to challenges this season.
Wegner encounters similar chal-
lenge every day.
“Sometimes it’s hard as a
Christian, but I just say a prayer
before practice and before our
games, and God helps me to be the
best leader I can be,” she said.
So why did Wegner really have
that look of satisfaction last
Thursday evening, and why did she
walk with the same demeanor after
Saturday’s games?
“I had a great weekend!” she
said. “We won all of our softball
games, and I had a wonderful
Easter.”
SPORTS
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STENTOR
Talking
heads
am a sports jour-
nalism junkie.
I get my
daily fix from
ESPN’s lineup of
sports talk shows.
First and 10, Around
the Horn, Jim Rome is
Burning, Pardon the Interruption (or
PTI) – these shows are the center stage
of debate in the sports world, and I
watch them to keep abreast of what’s
happening in college and the pros.
For those of you who haven’t seen
them, each show uses a simple idea –
debate – in a different format. 
Around the Horn pits four national-
ly-known sports journalists, often
including Jay Mariotti of the Chicago
Sun-Times and Woody Paige of the
Denver Post, against each other in a
points-based showdown. 
Jim Rome is Burning gives (who
else?) Jim Rome a chance to sound off,
and he also brings in two sportswriters
to discuss a few topics of interest. 
PTI hosts Tony Kornheiser and
Michael Wilbon square off on a rapid-
fire rundown of all the happenings in
sports, usually hitting a new topic every
90 seconds.
And First and 10 has Paige and
syndicated writer Skip Bayless argue
each side of ten interesting sports news
bites.
Because each program is a daily
release, each usually covers the same
group of topics. This leads to the
inevitable repeat from one show to the
next, and creates an interesting déjà vu
when Paige yells about the same thing
twice in two hours.
But each of these shows is fatally
flawed. Like any other punditry,
ESPN’s lineup is falling victim to its
own lack of ideas. One can only listen
to Paige and Bayless jabber back and
forth so often before their supposed dis-
agreement becomes contrived and
repetitive. 
Around the Horn has a longer shelf
life than the others, as does Jim Rome is
Burning, because these shows allow for
some variation in style. But First and
10 is fatally flawed, with PTI close
behind. 
Two nationally-recognized sports
experts cannot always disagree on
every topic. It’s statistically improba-
ble, and it’s extremely annoying.
They’ve moved past the point of novel-
ty, and into the realm of predictability.
It’s time to kick this little habit. This
addiction just isn’t getting the job done
anymore.
Joe Meixell
I ROSS MIRES
STAFF REPORTER
Assistant athletic director Portia
Lowe does the tasks that we normally
don’t hear about, but her actions have
some of the most important effects in
the community and outlying areas.  
Officially, Lowe's duties include
athletic alumni relations and corre-
spondence, community outreach and
student-athlete leadership.  These
proper, ear-pleasing titles don’t really
tell the whole story, though. 
“Right now, I’m working with the
Boys and Girls’ Clubs and other youth
organizations and trying to form part-
nerships,” Lowe said. “We’re trying to
bring them here or have our student-
athletes go there in the form of role
models.  We’re focusing on the lower
income areas such as Waukegan and
North Chicago.”
“I want to get minorities in the area
on campus and raise our representa-
tion.  We want to have a five-year-old
make a connection with Lake Forest
and hopefully motivate them to go to a
school of higher learning,” Lowe con-
tinued.
This kind of community service is
quite different from what Lowe origi-
nally set out to do with her career.  She
attended Trinity University in Texas
and was a star on their basketball team.
She is still among the team’s all-time
leaders in three-pointers and steals.
But what really made the difference in
her college career was that one day her
coach enlightened her about some-
thing else besides team defense.   
“In college I wanted to do business
marketing,” Lowe recalled.  “Then,
my coach told me there’s a business
behind sports, so then I wanted to
combine both of my passions.  I found
out about a whole other world that has
opened my eyes.”
She went on to graduate with a
B.A. in Marketing and Management.
She moved on to Smith College in
Massachusetts, where she interned as
the Marketing, Promotions and
Special Events Coordinator.  In June
2004, she assumed the responsibilities
of the Interim Assistant Athletic
Director at Vassar College, which is
located in the heart of Hudson Valley
in New York.
She is currently in her first year at
Lake Forest.  In this short time, the
enthusiasm around the campus has
already made a positive impact on her.
“I have really enjoyed advising the
Athletic Council
and working with
the [Forester]
Fanatics,” Lowe
c o m m e n t e d .
“The Fanatics
took the chal-
lenge I gave them
and ran with it.
They are motivat-
ed and passion-
ate.  Seeing them
get that gleam in
their eye has been
rewarding.”  
Lowe spends a lot of time with stu-
dent-athletes in addition to the
Fanatics.  Instead of talking about how
many points or goals someone scored,
she is more interested in their off-court
lives.  
“I see student-athletes mostly
informally, I pull them into my office
when they’re passing by or talk to
them at practices. I ask them how their
spring break or holiday was.  Kids
come around a lot wanting to know
about post-graduation opportunities.
In this sense, I’m also serving as a
career advisor—this is the best part of
my job, making them aware of the dif-
ferent avenues in life.”
So add
guidance coun-
selor to the duties
listed previously.
Lowe believes
that this is the
most important
part of her duty as
assistant A.D.
This opinion
stems from an
interesting phi-
losophy on
sports.   
“ S p o r t s
have been a big part of my life,” she
recalled. “I did everything from cheer-
leading to soccer to basketball.  It has
taught me a lot about determination,
time management, working within a
team setting, how to deal with the ups
and downs.
“Sports are great at helping an indi-
vidual cope with life and are an excel-
lent teacher.  I think what we do is as
important as what’s done in the class-
room.  We help prepare students for
situations they’ll encounter later in
life.   I think sports are especially a
huge advocate for young girls.  It helps
to prevent them from getting pregnant
and raises their self esteem.”   
Lowe is also working on getting
more alumni back on campus, through
reunions and Homecoming, as well as
getting them to give back to the col-
lege monetarily and through volunteer
work. Other issues going on around
campus that hit her office include haz-
ing and diversity. Lastly, she is work-
ing on the famed Farwell Field project.   
“We are conscious of our neigh-
bors and respectful of their wishes. We
would really like to see the neighbor-
hood attend games or see performanc-
es.  We want them to see the College as
their institution and establish sort of an
open door policy.”
Having such a huge love for bas-
ketball, one would think that she might
be using this position to set herself up
for a coaching career down the road.
All of the politicking and interperson-
al work aren’t usually areas a former
basketball star would enjoy.  But it is
clear that Lowe is not the typical bas-
ketball junkie. 
“I coached youth basketball and
enjoyed working with the kids,” she
said. “Personally, I think I would lose
passion for sports if I did it for my
career.  I really have no interest.  I
would much rather focus on the
administrative aspects.”
Lowe brings expertise, diversity to LFC athletics
ROSS MIRES
STAFF REPORTER
Men’s tennis ran into a tough
Monmouth Scots team this past
Saturday, and likely fell out of the team
championship picture.  The Foresters
were defeated, five points to two, put-
ting them at 10-9 overall, but only 1-2 in
the conference.  They are currently third
in the MWC South Division behind
Grinnell and Monmouth.  
The match against the Scots was
closely contested.  Both senior Rob
Burda and freshman Will Hiemenz lost
in tough three-setters, while sophomore
Tim Tierney lost a close 6-3, 7-6 match.
This came after a six-game winning
streak, during which the Foresters won
37 matches and lost only nine.
“I wouldn’t say we were overconfi-
dent, but we felt like we were going to
win the match,” said Hiemenz. “Coach
Kane was disappointed, but he was
pleased that we didn’t let down against
Carroll.  We came out strong and gave it
our all to finish the day.”
The Foresters beat Carroll 7-0 in the
afternoon of Saturday’s doubleheader.
Earlier in the week, they trounced
Aurora by a score of 9-0.  LFC lost a
total of 15 games in those nine matches.
There are only two more matches
left in the season, Wednesday against
Carthage and Saturday against division-
al foe Knox.  The Foresters have little
shot at making it to the team champi-
onships, but will be sending six singles
players and three doubles teams to the
individual competition.  There’s still a
lot to play for beyond pride. Two victo-
ries will guarantee a no worse than third
place finish in their division and an
above .500 record.
Playing for more than wins
Portia Lowe
Men’s 
tennis drops
match to rival
Max Falaleyev
SENIOR SS MELISSA WEGNER leads the Foresters with a .466 batting average on the field, and finds strength in her faith off of it.
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